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November News 2020
The Society is taking the unusual step of issuing a November Newsletter to update members regarding
our policies through the pandemic and to explain our future plans. Clearly, we have not been able to function with any semblance of normality but, as I am sure many of you will appreciate, we have tried hard to make the best of a
bad situation by keeping in touch with Members through such activities as circulating Nature Notes and running Webinars. It
was a great pity that we could not properly celebrate our 75th Anniversary but we remain hopeful that several of the planned
events may be able to run in the autumn of 2021.
There is one aspect of our operation that has left me truly amazed namely the loyalty of our members in that, as I write, Subscription Renewals are running at a higher level than this time last year and we have a total of paid-up members of 437 as at
mid-November – a massive thank you from the Committee to all of you for this humbling level of support at this difficult time
for all of us.
I know some of you have been circulating the email weekly Nature Notes to family and friends – please feel free to do this and
perhaps take the opportunity to suggest they join our ranks not least given our modest membership fee of £12-50. As you will
know, the more members we have the more money is available to distribute to local nature conservation initiatives – a muchneeded and very desirable goal!
FUTURE PLANS
We will continue to offer webinars for the early months of 2021 and maybe even beyond, including one with world renowned
entomologist George McGavin - watch this space! Weekly Nature Notes will also continue to be circulated and we expect this
to continue beyond the return to normality whenever and whatever that may mean! We are working on the assumption that
we will be able to run a normal Summer Programme and planning will soon begin for the 2021/22 Winter Season on the assumption we are back in Christchurch. We hope that this will include the delayed Christchurch 75th Anniversary celebratory
lectures by George McGavin and the Chief Executive of the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust, Rachael Bice.
We hope to increase the options for the payment of Subscriptions for 2021/22 by offering a Direct Debit choice which should
be quicker and easier for both members and the Society.
NATURE NOTES 75TH ANNIVERSARY BOOKLET
Sales of the above have clearly been reduced by the lack of direct contact with members at this time
but they will continue to be available from local Bookshops namely The Grove Bookshop in Ilkley,
The Bookshop on the Square in Otley and the Stripey Badger in Grassington. At just £3 they are a real
bargain and would make a super present/stocking filler for Christmas. John Stidworthy has produced
a quality publication so please do support us by purchasing your commemorative copy.

Haycock & Jay Associates Ltd are glad to support WNS through the printing of this Newsletter

2020 ANNUAL REVIEW
As usual we would be most grateful for contributions to our Annual Review publication. Nearly all of us have had to adjust to
different ways of watching and enjoying wildlife no doubt with a local emphasis so please let us know about your experiences
and insights.

RECORDS
Now is the time to let the Recorders have your records so they can complete their Reports as soon as possible in the new
year. Contact details are on the website and were also sent out with the August Newsletter. Please remember all records are
valuable including those for more common species.
2021 AGM
This Meeting will be held in March on a date to be notified. Please note that formal resolutions from Members must be with
the Secretary by 16th January. If signed by ten or more Members this will be on the Agenda – if less than ten it will only be
accepted by resolution of the Committee.
EMAIL
The Society sincerely regrets that, on the grounds of both costs and logistics, we are unable to provide the same level of service to those members for whom we do not have an email address. If you do have an email but have not told us please do
think about letting us know – we promise that you will not be overwhelmed by emails from us but that your experience of
membership will be enhanced. For those of you not on email this extra Newsletter is an example of how we are keen to keep
in touch as best we can.
CHRISTMAS - GIFT MEMBERSHIP
One final thought, at just £12-50 why not gift membership of WNS to a relative/friend for Christmas? It’s easy to do using the
Subscription Form from the ‘Join’ section of the website. Complete this Form with the recipient’s contact details and send it off
with your cheque as indicated. Couldn’t be easier!

Very best wishes and keep safe!

Peter
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